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Note:  Though the NEW VOICE OF GOR is based in Olni it is not associated with the city. The
management  accepts  no responsibility for views expressed  herein.

The proprietors reserves the right to edit articles submitted.

Any  news, articles, poems, gossip, schedules, paintings, jokes you have, please send them 
to the editor. You are looking for a free companion, a slave, an assassin? Advertisements are 
very welcome.
______________________________________________

02   EDITORAL    
 
#    A warm welcome to the pages of the 95th volume of the NEW VOICE OF GOR  !

The Ubar of Vigo has the age old dilemma how much should he tell his own people and how 
much intelligence should he publish? The editor of a newspaper has the same dilemma of all 
the information that crosses his desk how much is true, how much is pure deceit, and how 
much is propaganda?

There is a fine line an Ubar has to tread, but what ubar would give his plans to the newspaper
of his city or any other for that matter. 

The NEW VOICE OF GOR has no ties to any city; it will publish anything it hears or receives. 
Providing it is within the public interest. 

Rarius Yuroki
Editor of the NEW VOICE OF GOR  

#    (OOC) FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTION

Is the  NEW VOICE OF GOR OOC or IC?

This newspaper is available IN CHARACTER at message boards in several cities. But it has 
OOC parts and IC parts which can be identified although many people mix both.  We try to 
keep the two separate. But if you start a storyline based on an IC article of the NEW VOICE 
OF GOR it would be useful for a moderator to have a log where you have read the message 
ICly.

The NEW VOICE OF GOR can be true or false, propaganda or journalism like on earth. 
There is no freedom of the press on Gor. Why let the truth get in the way of a good story?!

"Goreans were not always fooled by posts on boards.
Those who control the public boards, it is said, control the city. 
But I was not sure of this. 
Goreans are not stupid. 



It is difficult to fool them more than once. They tend to remember."
(Magicians of Gor)

#   I want this clearly structured layout for my "notecard newspaper"!

Look here: http://www.headstar.com/ten/
 ______________________________________________

##   ALL OVER GOR

03   THE FAIR OF EN'KARA

[read more in the "Trade" section of the NEW VOICE OF GOR ]

04   GOREAN NEWSPAPERS (OVERVIEW)

THE NEW VOICE OF GOR (Gor wide)
Editor and Publisher: Rarius Yuroki (Yuroki Uriza), merchant 
Accountant: Wendie, scribe of HoY (Wendie Lemon)
HoY Scribe Slave: Moon (spirit7moon)
Correspondent in Olni: Teal Razor, Slave of Siri Emerald Jr.

OLNI GAZETTE
Editor: Janette Inglewood

FOREST PORT CHRONICLE
Editor: Ubara Nyurahlee Kai of Forest Port

THE TREVIAN TRIBUNE
Editor: Payton999 Robonaught

THARNA NEW TIMES SCROLL
KaTrina Velde, Editor

THE TURIAN GAZETTE
unknown

ARCADIAN MESSENGER
Editor: Nephtides Resident 

THE RORUS CHRONICLE™
Editors-in-Chief: Penumbra Straaf and Tala Winterwolf

THE VIGO TIMES
Editor: Sophia Farella



JAHESA CHRONICLE
Editor and Publisher: Elena Dreamscape Jahesa Head Scribe and Moana Jahesa First girl

THE LANDA HERALD
Editor: NN

THE HERLIT CRIER
Editor: Felicia Soleil

CRIMSON SCROLL
Offical Scroll of the Crimson Sword Outlaws
Editor: unknown

THE GAMES OF GOR NEWSLETTER
produced by the Kaissa Guild of Gor
Editor: shani (littleredhead Resident), slave of Master Jonathan Crane, Sword of Ko-Ro-Ba  

______________________________________________

##  GOREAN CITIES
_______________________

05   PORT OF OLNI

#  THE GOLDEN QUILL COMPETITION

The City of Port Olni is proud to once more host the Golden Quill Competition.  That brilliant 
writers abound in the realms of Gor is unquestioned as evidenced by prior competitions.  Now
it has come again...your chance to become the proud recipient of the coveted Golden Quill! A 
very few are able to boast this achievement and now is your chance as well.  The event will 
be held Friday, March 16, 2013 at Noon in the City of Port Olni.  Further information attached.

#   DEAD BODY IN INN REMAINS A MYSTERY....

by Hannah Sera Xavorin

After the discovery of the dead body in the inn, the Magistrate department are still seeking 
clues as to their identity, The body had been dead for a week and deposited in the inn, it had 
not died from the slaves' cooking. Magistrates issued the following statement:
"It is of major importance to inform me or my companion ( Arcturus Xavorin) if is there is any 
man or kajirus missing from our city. After analysis of the corpse, it has been identified as 
being a male and murder is strongly suspected." 

OLNI GAZETTE
Latest Issue No. 43



Editor: Janette Inglewood

#   OPPOSITION FEARED CAPTURED

by The Travelling Herald of Gor

This news travels by mouth via the sea captains and crews of merchant vessels... It is being 
said that the rescue mission to bring Lady Lucy, the Ubara of Olni, home safely has ended in 
the defeat of the rescuers. Of course, this could just be a rumor...

#   BREAKING NEWS: BATTLE EXPECTED

~The news is dropped in pamphlets from tarns over the length of the Vosk, printed in bold 
letters that read:~

"THE UBARA OF OLNI HAS BEEN TAKEN BY SAIS. BATTLE IS EXPECTED TO RAGE 
UNTIL SHE IS FREED. A FORCE OF OVER 20(00) MEN APPROACH FOR RESCUE."

#   THE SLAVE'S CORNER
A satiric look at life on this wonderful planet of Gor

By Teal Razor ~ slave of Siri Emerald Jr Captain Olni Scarlet's
�

WE'LL KEEP A LIGHT ON FOR YA
Traveling on Gor
By Teal Razor

I find traveling on Gor with my Master most stimulating.  The bustling cities, the curious 
dialects, the variety in vegetation and then, there are the overnight accommodations.  Now in 
just about every metropolis, berg or hamlet a room or suite or even a shipboard berth can be 
found.  I remember once being tied up in the cabin of a fine sailing ship.  We drank a lot of 
Kalana wine and sucked down sorps to aide in the evening's festivities…but I digress.

While the cities on Gor can be interesting, the Inns and rooms in those cities can be just as 
"interesting". I remember a time when my Master and I spent a night  at an inn in Treve. ( If 
you want to know how two people from Olni entered the warring neighbor, Treve, ask me to 
send you a scroll with my secret revealed to you. )  The inn was eponymously named after 
the owner, one Master Stikkit.  We arrived at the Stikkit Inn near sunset.  The smell of urine 
wafted in from the tavern next door.  Red flags started popping up in my mind.  The inn's 
bellrunner lead us down a dimly lit corridor to a room that looked more like a holding pen for 
tarsks.   It is there that I spent a bug ridden night on straw that had seen better days.  My 
Master and I were too busy itching from the vermin inhabiting the straw that all other activities 
were put on hold.



I think you can consider that a warning if you go to Treve.  Bring your own bedroll and sleep 
outside the walls of the city though not too close to the walls.  Trevians are fond of pissing 
around the city's perimeter.

Now to a city that I can highly recommend a lengthy visit to.  The fabulous City of Landa.  My 
Master is taking me on a pilgrimage to Sardar where we collect rings at the cities we visit.  
After summoning his Tarn off we went to Landa.  The city approached from above is a visual 
delight.  The buildings are covered in white stucco and they gleam in the sun.  He landed the 
tarn near the sea a good distance from the city so as not to arouse suspicion.  We walked to 
the city gate and the visitor's bell was rung.  I looked up at the lovely iron gate, it was not as 
grand as Port Olni's but a very charming gate to be sure. We entered the city with very 
peaceful intentions and were welcomed by  a Master Drastik and a lovely Lady Jakkie.  They 
opened their arms when they heard we were on pilgrimage.   I recognized Master Drastik as 
the former administrator of Port Kalana, a city I had been banned from though by no decree of
Master Drastik.

Master Drastik treated my Master to a drink of sweet Turian wine.   There was some amiable 
chatting about my pilgrimage staff having a metal tip.  To allay the fears of the free present my
Master had me go put my staff outside the city gate.  At the gate I threw it through the bars 
like a spear and hit the backside of an ost slithering across the tiles of the outer courtyard.

Master Drastik then set a slave to the task of giving us a very grand tour.  I gasped at the 
beauty of Landa.  The city was built upon hills, much like the earth city of Rome.  The use of 
trees, shrubs, flowers, and natural running water caused us both much amazement.  The 
colors, the light, the breezes, I envisioned sitting up atop one of the hills with paints, brush, 
and easel as well as a bota of paga and creating a work of vapid beauty, much like Master 
Kinkcaid, from the sight of the breathtaking city below.  The interiors of the various 
administration buildings and caste halls were an opulent tapestry of gold accents against rich 
jeweled color.  I heard later that they had Master Ralph of the city of Lauren supply the 
fabrics.   I have begged my Master for a bolt of his material…maybe when we go to the 
Sardar Fair….

We were invited to stay the night at the inn.   The slave Dagen showed us a magnificent room
on the Fur & Breakfast Plan.  It was large and possessed the softest sleeping furs.  There 
was a small tub filled with cool water that contained a jug of Mead.  A bowl of salty snacks and
honey candy sat by the furs.  The only thing missing were cream cakes.  After a hot bath the 
Master and I settled down for the evening. I must say I have given Landa five stars in the Teal
Guide. Oh and The Stikkit Inn of Treve did not even warrant a half star so it was dropped from
the publication.

#   BOO - BEES ~ A CLOSE ENCOUNTER OF THE STINGING KIND
By Teal Razor

Well I really apologize for using a thinly veiled euphemism for breasts… But just know this…
referring to the mammary glands of a female of your own species as, hooters, titties, honkers,
racks, jugs, bags, and last but not least, boobies, will get you an immediate diminution of your
IQ  by about 40 points in my estimation.  They are breasts ladies and gentlemen.  Breasts 



and not the aforementioned leering slang words.  They are Breasts, pure and simple. 

Now an alleged pair of these breasts were stung by bees from the Ubar's hives near, what I 
call the back gate.  I spoke to the victim of alleged cruelty on the part of the order 
Hymenoptera, Class Insecta annoythehellis outta youae with their stinging proboscis.  These 
armed winged bastards attacked the sleeping slave Kuwanlelenta.  I heard of this incident 
and two days later i saw her in the commons. As I drew nearer to her, it appeared to me that 
she was carrying two mammoth pumpkins.  I stopped short in horror when I realized it was 
the woman's breasts.  These were not so much breasts as uncharted twin Everests.  I could 
see how some might like that sort of thing but immediately inquired into the health of the 
slave.  She looked rather cheerful.    I was suspicious. Her mammary glands were the size of 
celane melons.   Anyone stung by bees, especially in so delicate a place, does not look 
refreshed and dazzling.  I think she became flustered when I started to inquire rather closely 
about the incident with the bees and her swollen breasts because she got up abruptly and 
walked away.  As she walked away,  a piece of paper floated out from some hiding place on 
her person.  I picked up the paper and  read the name of a prominent Green, the cosmetic 
surgeon, Master Kutim Hup, who is known for his breast enhancement surgery.  I called out 
after her, "Lelenta, do you want me to use your name in my column?"  I saw her wag her head
up and down.  The universal sign for, yes go right ahead.  

________________________

06   TARNWALD

#   GAMES OF BLADES AND TRAITORS

(by Anonymous)

After the siege of the rebels to take the city from the hands of more loyal citizens and Warriors
had failed many were slain, but even more probably came to senses to surrender. Some even
attempted to slip back into the city unnoticed after the siege was over to continue their 
previous lives and deny they ever were involved with the rebels.

The always vigilant guard under the watchful eye of Ubar Anarch, otherwise Praetor in the city
of Tarnwald, rooted out the traitors from their houses and hide-outs though to join the other 
rebels who had been detained to the deepest pits and cells of the city. To bring cheer and 
comfort to the hearts of the people it was decided Arena games would be thrown in which 
some of the traitors, still men and women sworn to the same home-stone would be given 
chance to earn their freedom once more, or else a swift journey to the mountains of dust.

Many different captured rebels were brought to the arenas where they fought beasts of all 
forms and sizes, even slave-girls were armed with claws to fight for their survival. Much blood 
was spilled on the sand, and some were pardonned for their questionable involvement with 
the rebels. Those who all too obviously were guilty of treachery had nothing but executions 
planned the day later though.

However, during the last games one of the assumed rebel-leaders former Captain of Tarnwald
Lokia overpowered the first few men that tried to strike him on the sand, he took their lives 
swiftly and used one of the men to leap from his shoulder and into the tribunes striking fear 



into the hearts of the spectators. In that moment panic broke out, beasts escaped from the 
cages and the guards had to step in to end the games early and tried to contain the situation. 
The former captain however escaped and the main rebel-leader Avhir Allegiere did too.

#   THE BRAZEN BOSK

(by Anonymous)

The previously presumed escaped grand rebel-leader Avhir was a few days later brought 
back to justice in Tarnwald by a mysterious and hooded man. The rebel leader's execution 
had been planned long ahead and thus the Ubar Anarch at that time had prepared a hollow 
copper bosk to be displayed in the middle of the city.

The Ubar gave the quick order for his brother, the rebel-leader, to be placed within the bosk 
by the guards and for fires to be lit underneath it. 

Soon the city was filled with the sound of the rebel leader screaming his regret for 
treacherous actions in pain and agony as the copper bosk burned him alive.  With the dead of
the rebel leader the power was also granted back to the High Council of Tarnwald to rule the 
city once more. The Ubar had only been assigned to resolve the crisis of the civil war against 
the rebels and thus in most humble and proper way gave up his title and rank once the crisis 
was resolved. Tarnwald after all is an honest and honorable gorean city, not ruled by tyrants 
and eternal Ubars like too many other cities nowadays.

The large Copper Bosk stood for many more days proudly and gloriously under the rays of 
the bright sun, the remains of the rebel-leader within, to remind all citizens that loyalty had 
preserved over hunger for power and change. 

#   [OOC] THE MULS

A Mul landed in Tarnwald last night and some very good RP happened.  However, we realise 
that not everyone might know what Mul's are or their intentions, or how to react around them. 
So a little bit of information is provided here about the RP the Mul is doing and the relevant 
chapter about them from the books.

Please try and keep all interactions with the Mul non metered combat.  We don't want anyone 
to compromise their characters but we do not want to compromise the Mul's either.

�

_______________________

07  FOREST PORT

THE SAGA OF RORUS



[19:33]  Duo Lineker (bluey.chant) shouts: I need six able bodied men to follow the cart
[19:36]  Hirayama Fujin (corey.bonde) grabs the stone along with everyone else. The bars 
and metal and chains were removed by the hammer and chisels they took from the 
blacksmith. He uses his mighty warrior strength adn moves it into the cart witht he help of 
Duo, Kreighton, Enki, himself, Faust, and Bluey. Six strong powerful warriors working in 
unison to move the heavy stone into the bosk cart they stole from the nearby farm area.
[19:36]  Faust Adrastus (devynthanon.schism) moved up to the home stone, which he and the
Pani had gone to great lengths to remove from its iron shackles, looking to the others before 
putting his hands beneath, aiding in its shifting of position. When the others moved, he would 
aid in its being lifted, and then would assist in its being guided to the cart.
[19:36]  Duo Lineker (bluey.chant) moved over towards the homestone that was now released
fromt he chains and shackles he moved his fingers around the base of it and would give it a 
hoist, seeing Faust and Corey help he would give a tug moving over towards the cart
[19:36]  Enki Adrastus (enki.aftermath) helped his fellows load up the stone, grunting as he 
hopped back up onto the bosk and began to turn it towards the gate.
[19:36]  Kreighton Kirax grunts and groans as he helps lift the large stone

FOREST PORT CHRONICLE
Editor: Ubara Nyurahlee Kai of Forest Port
_______________________

08  LANDA

THE ADMIN OF LANDA IS BACK

by Lady Dez

As I returned to my office yesterday, after a vigorous discussion at the tent, I find a scroll on 
my desk with a note attached. The note read that our Admin is in Argenthrope and the scroll 
was from him.. it said"

"HELP I need to return home soon I'm needed in the city. Can anyone help me get there?
Drastick"

Since our men were busy at the moment, the Magistrate set off and found this dead village 
and brought our Admin back home. Exhausted he was happy to be back. I am curious how he
got to that place.

THE LANDA HERALD
Editor: NN
______________________

09  VIGO

ENEMIES

In order to keep the citizens of Vigo updated concerning those whom we, as a city, are either 
at war with, those who are our enemies and those whom we are considering putting on our 



enemies list, the Ubar gave me a good bit of information, but he was concerned that the Vigo 
Times is closely monitored by some he would rather not feed too much.

He said that we are still at war with Sais, Thentis, Forrest Port and Landa. While we are not 
often in conflict with all of these cities, they have yet to agree to peace with our Alliance. And 
though we are not yet at war with Treve, they have continued to raid us on a regular basis. 

Finally, it is still unclear if we will retaliate against Ivar's Landfall for kidnapping the Regent a 
few hands ago, and then raiding once more this hand. And, without going into detail, they are 
said to have been quite a pain in the...umm, I mean a nuisance to the SOS.

The Ubar will continue to provide us with the informations that he feels we need to know so 
be sure to read the paper each week!

THE VIGO TIMES
6TH EDITION - FEBRUARY 27, 2013
Śσþɧϊα  Ƒαгєℓℓα - Editor-in-Chief

______________________

10  VILLAGE OF ANANGO

NEW COINS

by Lady Wendie

The small Island of Anango is to receive its new coins in the next day or so. The tarn ships left
the mint of HoY companies with cases of the new copper silver and gold coins.
 
It is expected that the coin will be one half value of the coins of Ar all HoY banks and trading 
partners will accept the new currencies. 

______________________

11  TELETUS

Welcome to the Teletus Warrior Run™. 

by Anjali Cazalet

I started the run back in 2008 as a fun means of training our allies on the rough terrain of 
Teletus. Now, it's meant to test your mettle, your patience, and your funny bone. Not the 
easiest thing to do, running around like a duck with a sword in hand, chasing after dozens of 
ladies a leaping over hill and dale.

______________________



12  CALL FOR A BOYCOT

Sorry, this is the first since 2008 time I call for a boycot of a sim. 

The sim owner of Ko-ro-ba, Scar Statosky, obviously a gorean lifestyler, bans Zar players 
from his sim who joined a tournament because they do not behave as slaves in IMS (IMs are 
OOC for roleplayers)

Slaves are travelling alone to join Zar tournaments in SL Gor, free women without escorts, the
prizes are Lindendollar... so please do not call Zar tournaments in SL Gor "roleplay", they are 
always OOC.

Dont start to argue with me, I got the IMs and chatlogs but I will not publish it (to publish IMS 
is against the TOS of Lindenlab).
I will not longer mention this sim, neither in the list of gor sims nor in the New Voice of Gor.

Sim owners are gods and can do what they want. I can do what I want too.

Rarius Yuroki (Yuroki Uriza)
______________________

13   THE REST

No news or new issues at the moment from TREVE (THE TREVIAN TRIBUNE),  the 
THARNA NEW TIMES SCROLL, ARCADIAN MESSENGER,  the THE TURIAN GAZETTE, 
the CRIMSON SCROLL (Official Scroll of the Crimson Sword Outlaws),   RORUS (THE 
RORUS CHRONICLE™),  JAHESA (JAHESA CHRONICLE) and  THE SOARING HERLIT 
(THE HERLIT CRIER).
_________________________________________

##   GAMES

14  ZAR

After a hard fought and very entertaining month of top quality Zar in Olni, the champion's title 
was taken by Lady Stardust who defeated Lady Leslie in the final. The standard of play was 
high throughout and i hope everyone enjoyed it. There has now been an Olni Zar ladder 
established, please contact Ingrid to get involved.

taken from the OLNI GAZETTE

_________________________________________

##    TRADE

15     TRUE SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE  (STA)

The true Southern Trade Alliance is a trade alliance of southern Gorean cities and oases only 



(and associates of the Vosk region) and has nothing to to with Turia. 

17   [OOC] THE FAIR OF EN'KARA

It is time for the Fair of En'kara where the Merchant Caste comes together and presents to 
you the best products, events, and fun that Gor has to offer.  This is also where four times a 
year the Merchant Caste comes together and presents and votes on Merchant Laws that are 
used all over the entire planet of Gor.  Merchant Law is the only worldwide recognized law 
that is written about quite frequently.

18  HOUSE OF YUROKI COMPANIES

#       THE BLACKWINE FIASCO CONTINUES

by Lady Wendie

The Blackwine fiasco continues: Goreans love of the rare blackbean, it has forced prices and 
boycotts of this simple seed to be carried through out Gor. The only topic of merchants in 
recent days has been the price and whether to sell or buy the blackbean.

In the days prior to the boycott and price rises a merchant of the Hous eof Yuroki (HoY) 
Companies group managed to buy a substantial quantity of the beans. These beans were 
sold on to Thentis by means of an intermediary. The intelligence now speculates: Is this the 
reason for the capture of the Olni Ubara or was it pure coincidence?

#   FURTHER TO THIS STORY....

by Lady Wendie

The House of Yuroki hired a spaceship captain Kurrrk to travel to Earth to get blackwine 
beans. The ship owner is a man called Peisistratus. After the deal with Thentis to supply 
beans the hoy stock was almost exhausted. It was then decided the price of beans warranted 
a trip to the sister planet to get more beans.
 
On the return journey the ship carried a number of slave girls in the sleep pods. Knowing the 
Rarius Yuroki's knowledge and predilection for beautiful intelligent girls, it is expected after 
training these girls will carry a high price, though not as high a price as the beans  Talk in the 
inns is who commissioned the buying of the beans what city will be in the bidding for them.

One thing is for certain: the rich merchant will be richer and a little more rotund after the 
inactivity on the ship. 



#   GETTING BLACKWINE FROM EARTH

by the editor

Due to the embargo of Thentis, I have hired another ship, to go back to the earth and bring 
me some blackwine beans or as they call it coffee.  This is my second time back, but the 
captain - with enough coin - has said he will bring back enough to trade...

Quote:
"When Peisistratus disembarks the Lady Bina and Lord Grendel," she said, "whence then 
he?"
"He will undoubtedly continue hiswork," I said. I did not elaborate on the nature of his work, 
but she was substantially familiar with it. Peisistratus, and his crews, were in their way 
mariners and merchants. He doubtless had one or more bases, or ports, on Earth, and one or
more on Gor, and I knew he had one on the Steel World from which we had been brought, 
that now under the governance of Arcesilaus, now theocrat of that world, and now, claimedly, 
Twelfth Face of the Nameless One.
(Swordsmen of Gor, pg. 14)

#    SEEKING MERCENARIES, AGENTS AND MERCHANTS   

The House of Yuroki Companies (HoY) is looking to recruit Mercenaries. They will be used to 
escort Hoy caravans throughout Gor and protect the banks.

Remuneration is by the  4 Hands ranging from 1 silver to 1 gold depending on the work 
required .
Merchants are also required to further the interests of the house of hoy remuneration is 
negotiable. 
Agents in other cities are also required. 

#    THE HOUSE OF HOY JOB OFFERS

 BANKERS / COIN MERCHANTS REQUIRED 

Applications are invited for the post of" Banker"  and (coin) merchant  in the below listed cities

THE CITY OF OLNI 
CITY OF LANDA

Duties will include 
Normal banking duties
Keeping of records - ledger
Exchange of coins 
checking of coins for quality 
checking for rare coins 
contracts for trade 



Apprentices accepted too.

Applications to the House of HoY (Rarius Yuroki)

#    CURRENCY EXCHANGE RATES HOY BANK

New: Coins of Anango

The base unit of exchange rates are the coins of the city of Ar.

The gold tarn disk of Ar is considered to be the standard by which other cities, such as Ko-Ro-
Ba and Port Kar. set the value of their own coinage. It is worth, generally, 10 silver tarsks, but 
standardization is slight due to the shaving or splitting of the coin as well as faulty scales that 
contribute to the debasing of the coinage. (pg. 155, Rogue of Gor)

_______________________________________________

##    ADVERTISEMENT

#   LADY JJ'S ART GALLERY IN OLNI

Welcome to my Art gallery. I have many sketches on view of people who you may recognize 
so please feel free to drop in any time you wish to look round. I am  adding new ones all the 
time so keep visiting.  For Olni residents I charge just ten coppers for a sketch of a single 
person. so why not have one done of yourself, your loved one or your slave. Or even all three 
as they make wonderful gifts. My gallery is in the square besides the bank building in Olni so 
please come along.

Lady JJ

#   GOREAN ACADEMY of AMBASSADORS (GAA)

We are an experienced academy based in the beautiful city of Port Olni 
(http://slurl.com/secondlife/Olni/127/8/507). 

Being an Ambassador, can make or break a cities, you are the first one they see on trade, 
and it is important to represent your city the best you can.  To understand the facts you need 
to know, about the city, what they trade in, there cultural believe.
These are free courses, open to the Free and slaves

At the moment we provide three types of course of students:
1)Ambassadors -8  levels in classroom classes
2) Slaves assistant for Ambassadors -3  levels in classroom classes
3)Geographers, Cartographers and Map-Makers - classroom classes
4) Ambassadors -  10 levels  self study course



5) Slaves assistant for Ambassadors -10 levels self study course

First class of 2013
#1 class  is at 8am slt and 4 slt  time, 8th of March 2013
# 3 class is at 10am slt and 6 slt time, 8th of March 2013
# 4 class is a self study, please contact the owners to enroll. and work at your own speed
 
- Graduation certificates for both your profile and for display  (examples) for all of the courses

- To enroll in the courses, please contact me, Hannah Sera Xavorin or my girl Opal 
(boo9boo ) or my companion Arcturus Xavorin

-Hannah Sera Xavorin and Arcturus Xavorin are  fluent in Portuguese / Brazilian

We recommend a good library for your research and studies,  We have an excellent for in 
Olni.

# GOREAN CAMPUS

DANCE COMPETITION

Date:  Saturday, March 30th, 2013
Time:  1 PM slt 
< GPR will broadcast the event live  >

First eight(8)  registrations received will be guaranteed a position,  2 alternates will be 
selected.  Entry is on a first come, first register basis.  

A panel of neutral Judges will decide the winners by using scoring cards. 

Dancers will be judged on Gorean Styling, Creativity, Sexiness, Descriptiveness, Emoting.

Judges decision is final.

# GOREAN UNIVERSITY

The Gorean University
(previously Gorean Pleasure Silk University)
Educating Gor since 2008
Dec - Jan Schedule
Schedule of classes and events: http://www.localendar.com/public/GPSUStaff
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Serendipity%20Falls/135/95/25



#     GOREAN LEGAL ACADEMY (GLA)

http://slurl.com/secondlife/Olni/127/8/507

LEGAL COURSES

Magistrate & Advocate Courses
Lady Janette Inglewood

Thank you for your interest.

GLA offers two main legal courses. 
There is no charge and courses are open to both free and slaves.  

1)   GOREAN MAGISTRATE COURSE

- eight, one hour classes and two pieces of written work. We cover issues such as the laws, 
sentencing, IC/OOC, court procedures, jurisdiction and day to day tasks.  It is a friendly 
discursive style class.

- graduation certificates for both your profile and for display (examples)
- graduates receive a Magistrate's Wand of Office

- course begins December 10th, for 8 weeks
classes each Monday at:
1pm OR 5pm  SLT

2)   GOREAN ADVOCATE COURSE

- eight,  one hour classes. 
It is based around RP trials.  We focus on the law, courtroom procedure and tactics as we 
role-play a series of case studies.
Two further cases are covered as written work.

- graduation certificates for both your profile and for display  (examples)

- graduates receive a Law School Advocates Ring

- course begins December 11th for 8 weeks
classes each Tuesday at:
1pm OR 5pm  SLT

- To enrol in the Magistrate and/or Advocate course, please contact me, Janette Inglewood or 
my girl Krista (krista1k)

- info regarding GLA self study basic scribe course

we recommend the Library on Gorean Campus for your research and studies



Janette Inglewood
Olni High Magistrate 
Head of School, Gorean Legal Academy

_______________________________________________

##  ROLEPLAY

19   A MISSION FROM THE GODS

[10:07 AM] Dajamet nods to the free man he seems to recognize from the earlier hand. The 
Initiate greets him in a solemn quiet tone. "Tal Free Man. Introduce yourself if you so wish as I
meet many in my duties to the Priest Kings."

[10:08 AM] Wulfric (rajiniz) approached the temple and inclined his head to the Initiate, 
showing his respect. Why had he come? He wasn't really sure, but he felt he must. "Greetings
to you, Initiate." It had been many years since he'd stepped towards a temple. It was long 
overdue. "I am Wulfric, cloth maker and costumer of Kaelus". He left out the part where he 
declares himself to be Wulfric the Great. Such is not a good claim while nearing the temple of 
the Gods.

[10:12 AM] Dajamet: You are well received honorable cloth maker and Free Man. Be sure the 
Priest Kings will be aware of who and who does not show their devotion to the temple and it's 
agents. In fact my prayers have been answered as you witness the recent insolence of so 
called free woman at the stocks. A matter we must discuss further at a later time. But first your
needs outweigh mine. Tell me if it suits you what admission or need has brought you to the 
temple as I will hear it. *He leans on his staff only briefly before drawing it to his side.*

[10:16 AM] Wulfric (rajiniz) takes a hesitant step closer towards the initiate. A hand lifted to rub
over the crown of his bald head. But no, he would not seek a blessing of hair. Vanity would 
have to wait. Today, Wulfric had larger things on his mind. "This war. This is what brings me 
here. Already we've lost so many people, men to death and women to captivity and 
enslavement. Our homes cannot bare another assault of the magnitude that it only so recently
bore. We need protection, White One. The runners are returning with news of battles lost and 
troops advancing in the direction of Kaelus." His fingers intertwined, hangs wrung together 
nervously as he gathered his thoughts. "What will become of us if this war succeeds where 
the other failed?"

[10:21 AM] Dajamet: The matter is simple to discern Wulfric, the Regent of the homestone 
and the free of it's citizens will acknowledge the temple as an authority in the city. They will 
promote the faith and strengthen the Priest Kings resolve. Failure to comply to the ordinances
defined by the temple and the keeping of the rituals will surely bring doom upon the city and 
it's inhabitants. *His white clouded eyes glare emotionless.* Already dissidents mock the will 
of the Priest Kings and their agents while some free in governing position do little to enforce 
the laws. Free like yourself must spread word amongst the other low caste and reinforce their 
need to support the temple and it's wishes. Am I clear?"



[10:27 AM] Wulfric (rajiniz) was overcome with a sense of duty and worth. His chin raised and 
his chest filled with honor and importance. How simple was this solution! To assure the 
protection of the Priest Kings, he must give first in the manner of spreading the word! Oh how 
he was made for this assignment! "I am honored to help the low caste of this city see the light 
and the importance of supporting the Temple, good Sir. You can count on me!" One finger 
then lifted and he chuckled nasally, a sniveling little bout of laughter, "Do tell, Oh Holy One in 
White, would this in any way perhaps sway the lack of hair growth on my bared scalp?" Hey, it
couldn't help to ask, right?

[10:31 AM] Dajamet cracks a grin. "Potentially good man but such isn't certain. It will however 
bless you in continued health and prosperity in the coming days. As I said those that show 
devotion to the temple will not be forgotten nor unnoticed. Also their backs never seem to fail 
them as they indulge in pleasures of the flesh with their slave...A plus I suspect. And be aware
that your devotion will also not go unnoticed by me, Dajamet, and for now I am the temple in 
Kaelus. If you perform the duty in a respectable and capable manner I will also be your ally 
and my words hold much gavtiy. And yes good Wulfric, it never hurts to ask. *His grin is brief 
but intentional as he smiles towards the free man.* "Do you have any other inquirerys?"

[10:34 AM] Wulfric (rajiniz) could have clapped his hands in glee, and in fact he had started to
but quickly retained his composure. The effect, a quick little golf clap motion with an added 
bounce on his heels. "You have far exceeded my inquiries, Good Initiate." He bowed his head
to him as visiions of long, thick, glorious hair spilling in his eyes during such a bow paraded 
around in his imagination. He lifted his head again with a wide grin. "I will not let the Gods 
down! I wish you well, Oh White One!" He could hardly wait to get started and spun quickly 
(and quite gracefully, I might add), on his heels.

[10:35 AM] Dajamet: I wish you well!

taken from http://www.gor-sl.com/index.php/topic,13478.0.html

_______________________________________________

##  KNOWLEDGE

20   TRIVIA

A small community of free, previously slaves of the Kaiila tribe of the barrens, was established
after they assisted in the battle against the Yellow Knives and soldiers. By what name did this 
small community come to be known?

   "Thus, first, those who had been Waniyanpi were now no longer slaves of the Kaiila and, 
second, they now maintained what amounted, for most practical purposes, to a small free 
state within the Barrens. These things were given to them as gifts by the Kaiila, in 
appreciation for the services rendered during the time of the war with the Yellow Knives and 
soldiers, for providing us with a tarn base within striking distance of Council Rock, and 
sheltering and supporting our men during the period of their training.
   The community of those who had been Waniyanpi, of course, was not identified with a 
particular area of land, and certainly not with a territory occupied under the conditions of a 



leased tenancy. It now, in the Gorean fashion, for the first time, tended to be identified with a 
Home Stone. The community could now, if it wished, the Home Stone moving, even migrate 
to new lands. In Gorean law allegiances to a Home Stone, and not physical structures and 
locations, tend to define communities.
   Seibar had wished to call the small community New Ar, but had abandoned this proposal in 
the face of an unfavorable reception by his fellows. Ar was not as popular with some of his 
fellows as it was with him, and that redoubtable municipality, the largest city in the Gorean 
north, was unfamiliar to many of them, even in hearsay. After much discussion it was decided 
to call the tiny community Seibar's Holding, this being a manifestation of the respect and 
affection they bore their leader. The only reservations
pertaining to this name seemed to be held by Seibar himself who, to the end, remained the 
stubborn champion of 'New Ar.'"
(Blood Brothers of Gor, pages 551-552)

This is an item, highly sought after and very expensive. It is made from the separated oil of 
the Thentis needle tree; an extract from the glands of the Cartius river urt; and a preparation 
formed from a disease calculus scraped from the intestines of the rare Hunjer Long Whale. 
What is this item? 

   "I put my head to the floor. I groveled in the white and yellow silk of the perfumers. 'Oh, 
great lady,' I whined, 'the finest of Ar's, perfumes may be too thin, too frail, too gross, for one 
of your discernment and taste.'
   Her hands wore many rings. About her neck she wore, looped, four chains of gold, with 
pendants. On her wrists were bracelets of silver and gold.
   'Show me others, men of the south,' said she, contemptuously.
   Again and again we tried to please the daughter of Thorgard of Scagnar. We had little 
success. Sometimes she would wince, or make a face, or indicate disgust with a tiny motion 
of her hand, or a movement of her head.
   We were almost finished with the vials in the flat, leather case.
   'We have here,' said I, 'a scent that might be worthy of a Ubara of Ar.'
   I uncorked it and she held it, delicately, to her nostrils.
   'Barely adequate,' she said.
   I restrained my fury. That scent, I knew, a distillation of a hundred flowers, nurtured like a 
priceless wine, was a secret guarded by the perfumers of Ar. It contained as well the 
separated oil of the Thentis needle tree; an extract from the glands of the Cartius river urt; 
and a preparation formed from a disease calculus scraped from the intestines of the rare 
Hunjer Long Whale, the result of the inadequate digestion of cuttlefish. Fortunately, too, this 
calculus is sometimes found free in the sea, expelled with feces. It took more than a year to 
distill, age, blend and bond the ingredients."
(Marauders of Gor, page 250)

True or False: Twenty-five tarn disks is a reasonable price for a low caste, untrained slave girl.

"Targo seemed stunned. He looked at me with a new respect. Perhaps I had once been in the
trade? Actually, fifty silver tarn disks was an extremely high price, and indicated the girl was 
probably of high caste as well as extremely beautiful. An ordinary girl, of low caste, comely 
but untrained, might, depending on the market, sell for as little as five or as many as thirty tarn



disks."
(Outlaw of Gor, page 155)

True or False: slaves are used for many types of work throughout Gor including siege works, 
the building of roads and public buildings. 

"Goreans generally do not employ slaves for such labors as road construction, siege works, 
raising walls, and so on. Similarly they generally would not use them for the construction of 
temples and public buildings. Most such work is generally done by the free labor of a given 
community, though this 'free labor' may, upon occasion, particularly in emergencies, be 
'levied,' the laborers then contributing their labor as a form of special tax, or, if you like, as 
having been 'conscripted' or 'drafted,' rather as if for military service."
(Dancer of Gor, page 328)

We are all familiar with the short, stabbing sword called the gladius. The Alars have a similar 
weapon, but it is called by a different name. What is that name?

"He also carried among his things the short, stabbing sword, similar to the gladius, and 
doubtless related to it, called by his people the sacramasax. It is much more useful on foot, 
particularly in close combat."
(Mercenaries of Gor, page 61)

You come upon a group of rencers in the Vosk River Delta. A variety of activities are going on,
all that seem to be related. One group is slicing the stems of the rence plant into thin, narrow 
strips. The next are carefully arranging them in a lattice pattern. Others are pounding, 
scraping and flattening the latticed strips. What are they making?

"Rence paper is made by slicing the stem into thin, narrow strips; those near the center of the 
plant are particularly favored; one layer of strips is placed longitudinally, and then a shorter 
layer is placed latitudinally across the first layer; these two surfaces are then soaked under 
water, which releases a gluelike substance from the fibers, melding the two surfaces into a 
single, rectangular sheet; these formed sheets are then hammered and dried in the sun; 
roughness is removed by polishing, usually with a smooth shell or a bit of kailiauk horn; the 
side of a tharlarion tooth may also be used in this work. The paper is then attached, sheet to 
sheet, to form rolls, usually about twenty sheets to a roll. The best paper is on the outside of 
the roll, always, not to practice deceit in the quality of the roll but rather to have the most 
durable paper on the outside, which will take the most weathering, handling and general wear.
Rence paper comes in various grades, about eight in all. The rence growers market their 
product either at the eastern or western end of the delta."
(Raiders of Gor, page 7)

Wandering through the forests of Gor, you hear in the distance, the rapid, staccato slap of a 
sharp beak against the wood of a tree. You move closer and see a yellow-breasted bird, 
pulling a larvae from the bark of a tree. What is the bird?



"Somewhere, far off, but carrying through the forest, was the rapid, staccato slap of the sharp 
beak of the yellow-breasted hermit bird, pounding into the reddish bark of the Tur tree, 
hunting for larvae."
(Hunters of Gor, page 116)

True or False: The tarn, like the eagle of earth, needs a running start to take flight from the 
ground.

"Though the tarn, like most birds, is surprisingly light for its size, this primarily having to do 
with the comparative hollowness of the bones, it is an extremely powerful bird, powerful even 
beyond what one would expect from such a monster. Whereas large Earth birds, such as the 
eagle, must, when taking flight from the ground, begin with a running start, the tarn, with its 
incredible musculature, aided undoubtedly by the somewhat lighter gravity of Gor, can with a 
spring and a sudden flurry of its giant wings lift both himself and his rider into the air. In 
Gorean, these birds are sometimes spoken of as Brothers of the Wind."
(Tarnsman of Gor, page 35)

In most Gorean cities, what is the least-valuable coin in common circulation?

" As the reader may have gathered, the tarsk bit is a coin of little value. Indeed, in most 
Gorean cities, as far as I know, it is the least-valuable coin in common circulation. That is 
certainly the case in Ar, in Ko-ro-ba, in Brundisium, in Venna, in Harfax and so on."
(Mercenaries of Gor, page 321)

This coin is highly respected and is a coin the many cities use to standardize their own 
pieces. What is the coin and in what city is it minted?

"One of the central coins on Gor is the golden tarn disk of Ar, against which many cities 
standardize their own gold piece. Other generally respected coins tend to be the silver tarsk 
of Tharna, the golden tarn disk of Ko-ro-ba, and the golden tarn of Port Kar, the latter 
particularly on the western Vosk, in the Tamber Gulf region, and a few hundred pasangs north
and south of the Vosk's delta."
(Rogue of Gor, page 163)

You see a slave, picking fruit from a bush. They are small and reddish with edible seeds. By 
what name would a Gorean know this fruit?

"A guard was with us, and we were charged with filling our leather buckets with ram-berries, a
small, reddish fruit with edible seeds, not unlike tiny plums, save for the many small seeds."
(Captive of Gor, page 323)

A girl is sent to the baker to purchase loaves of Sa-Tarna bread. The Baker ties the sack, with 
the loaves of bread, about her neck, with a baker's knot, fastened behind the back of her 
neck. Why is the purchase carried this way?



"She had been ashore to buy some loaves of Sa-Tarna bread. The girl commonly carries the 
coin, or coins, in her mouth, for slave tunics, like most Gorean garments, have no pockets. 
Slaves are not permitted wallets, or pouches, as free persons. The baker had tied the sack 
about her neck, with a baker's knot, fastened behind the back of her neck. The girl is not 
supposed to be able to see to undo the knot. Even if she works it about to before her throat, 
she cannot see it. If she should untie it, it is unlikely she will be able to retie it properly. 
Naturally the sack may not be opened unless the knot has been undone. The baker's knot is 
supposed to minimize the amount of pilfering of pastries, and such, which might otherwise be 
done by slave girls."
(Hunters of Gor, page 69)

This area of Gor is the haunt of bandits and unusual beasts. It is far to the north and east of 
Ko-ro-ba and covers thousands of square pasangs. In the west, the land begins at the shores 
of the great Thassa. How far it extends to the east is not know. It does extend beyond the 
most northern ridges of the Thentis Mountains. Here, you will find the lofty, reddish Tur tree. 
What is this area of Gor?

"The northern forests, the haunts of bandits and unusual beasts, far to the north and east of 
Ko-ro-ba, my city, are magnificent, deep forests, covering hundreds of thousands of square 
pasangs." --Assassin of Gor, page 274

"The forests of the northern temperate latitudes of Gor are countries in themselves, covering 
hundreds of thousands of square pasangs of area. They contain great numbers of various 
species of trees, and different portions of the forests may differ considerably among 
themselves. The most typical and famous tree of these forests is the lofty, reddish Tur tree, 
some varieties of which grow more than two hundred feet high. It is not known how far these 
forests extend. It is not impossible that they belt the land surfaces of the planet. They begin 
near the shores of Thassa, the Sea, in the west. How far they extend to the east is not known.
They do extend beyond the most northern ridges of the Thentis Mountains."
(Captive of Gor, page 127)

(taken from Sari's Daily "Quote from the Books" Trivia for February 2013)
_______________________________________________

##   ONLINISMS OF THE WEEK

MASTER IS ALWAYS RIGHT

by Stride (ThomasC Swords)

This was a very cute story about a wonderful Master making black wine for his beloved. 
Unfortunately there slave nila was not avaliable to do it.

Stride  walks to the kitchen. He finds the pot with some water in it from the other day. He 
pours it out then refills wit with water putting it on to boil.

He looks around for the black wine wondering how nila fixes it. He finds some beans in the 



cupboard then throws a few in the pot of hot water that still has not boiled yet. He takes a 
wooden spoon the stirs it a bit.

He turns looking at Dear on the couch then he asks her, "What do you want in your black 
wine, beloved?"

DearHeart Swords: a little bosk milk and 3 white sugar love

"Ok," he turns back around then finds the milk and looks at it. He wonders how much he 
should put in for the pot so he pours in a cup of milk and a cup of sugar. When its heated he 
pours some in a cup then takes it to DearHeart.. "Here you go Beloved."

__________________________

##     ABOUT THE NEW VOICE OF GOR

The Landa Times is to become the NEW VOICE OF GOR (since issue 72).

The reasons for this are the former VOICE OF GOR Is one of the oldest publications of 
second life Gor. Many Goreans have come to know it and its editor Verona Lorgsval.

Verona does not longer publish the Voice of Gor which was based in the city of Olni. Her 
mission statement  for the paper was:

"The Voice of Gor is a cross sim Gorean wide newspaper.  It is designed to promote and 
increase Cross Sim Role play and communication. The Voice of Gor strives to ensure that all 
parties are contacted ahead of time; however, occasionally a city will object to what was 
written. Any city is free to write a rebuttal or send in their own news."  

THE NEW VOICE OF GOR is available:

for members of the group Cartographers and Explorers of Gor (about 1811 members)
for members of the group BTB Goreans (about 705 members)
for members of the group Alliance of Valkyrie Panthers (about 1488 members)
for members of the group Gorean Information and Notices (about 125 members)

in the Gor Hub (near the map there)  
http://slurl.com/secondlife/0%200%20Acajou/191/148/3009

in the City Port of Olni (gate house)  http://slurl.com/secondlife/Olni/127/8/507

In Forest Port (docks)  http://slurl.com/secondlife/Forest%20Port/186/230/3251

in Tharna (skybox)   http://slurl.com/secondlife/Tharna/40/108/4044

in Tarnwald (docks) http://slurl.com/secondlife/City%20of%20Tarnwald/251/133/1013

in the Oasis of Nine Wells (near the gate) http://slurl.com/secondlife/Nine%20Wells
%20East/19/188/63



in the Gorean campus (besides the gallery)  http://slurl.com/secondlife/Serena
%20Aquarius/8/125/22

in Landa (docks) http://slurl.com/secondlife/Isle%20of%20Landa/0/18/26

If you want to have a dispenser of the  NEW VOICE OF GOR (6 prims, not transfer) on your 
sim, please contact Yuroki Uriza

The NEW VOICE OF GOR  http://www.gorean-forums.com/


